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Assessment-Conference call with Philip Mancus
- Philip has offered to work with anyone needing consultation and
support on the assessment process. Can be tailored to your needs
- Joe brought up Alia needing assistance, and asked the committee
to reach out to Alia and provide guidance.
- Brady brought up confusion on closing loops. Philip stated- He
sent out steps in email this morning with instructions. Do not go
back to original report. When you select that service area it will
show up in box C. In order to close the loop conduct a new
assessment and report on the new assessment. In box D reflect on
actions of closing the loop. Once box D is filled in and you select
save and exit. The loop is officially closed.
- Can the student services timeline be adjusted to allow more time
after the semester ends? For the most recent data to be accounted
for. Currently reporting period closes in May.
- Philip will look into options to see if there is a better way of doing
this. Right now, plan assessments for what is most authentic and
meaningful, but to remember that you can report and file in other
reporting cycles by contacting Philip and Paul. Maybe summer
can be included as an option.
- There is a task force forming to look in to new reporting software.
Program Review
- Due to Joe Wednesday October 24th
Bookstore
- College is considering moving away from our current vendor.
Considering a physical bookstore or an online bookstore. Vending
machine for supplies?
Transferology
- Assist out of date. Transferology can be used as an alternative, but not
all universities are using it. Humboldt is using it and keeping it up to
date. Use transferology for any HSU transfer students.
Changes in benefit plan
- We will be moving from the JPA to another outfit. Should be
opportunities to preview options. It looks like the plans will be better
and the costs are less or equal. The rep will be coming back to
campus.
SERP
- Early retirement, they are considering offering it again for all groups.
Has to be a minimum number of people that put in for it.
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Phone: 1-888-886-3951
Participant Passcode: 496940

Hate groups on campus
- There may be white supremacists groups coming to campus and
trying to recruit students. Shasta College has been dealing with this.
Please report.

